
White Reading Tasks BINGO 
 

 
Answer the W 
questions about a 
chapter in the book: 
Who, Where, What, 
Why, How. 
 
Show where you found 
your answer in the text. 
 
Now you ask a question 
about the text. 

Recount the story to 
someone. 
 
Include: 
     -Title 
     -Main character 
     -The problem 
     -The solution 

What is the central 
message, lesson, or 
moral in the story? 
-How did the characters 
act or think? 
-Make inferences about 
the character actions or 
thoughts. 
-Use an inference to tell 
the moral. 

Retell the story 
including: 
 
     -Title 
     -Setting 
     -Main character 
     -Problem 
     -Solution 

What does the main 
idea mean? 
 
Write the key details 
and the main idea for 
one chapter in the book.  
Determine 3 key details.  
Use the key details to 
find the main idea. 

Describe a character 
in the story.   
Include their traits, 
motivations, and 
feelings.   
Explain how this 
character’s actions 
contributed to the 
sequence of events in 
the story. 

Using the words: first, 
second, third, describe 
the sequence of 
events in a chapter of 
the story. 

Using the words: 
because, since, or as 
a result of to explain 
how two events are 
related in the story. 

Find a word you never 
use in your speech or 
that you never saw 
before. What do you 
think it means?  Why? 
Read the sentence 
again, but this time put 
a word or phrase in 
place of the new word, 
without changing the 
meaning of the 
sentence. 

Find a word or phrase 
that does not mean 
what it literally says. 
 
Example: 
The new student began 
to come out of her shell. 
-The new student was 
not as shy anymore. 

Identify the narrator 
of the story.   
Is the story told in 
first person or third 
person? 

How is your point of 
view on the theme or 
conflict different or 
the same as the 
narrator’s or the 
character’s? 
 

 
 
 

* * * 

Free Space! 
* * * 

 

Find words in the story 
with the prefixes: 
     -dis 
     -un 
     -re 
     -mis 
     -over 
     -under 
     -im 
     -il 

Find the shades of 
meaning of key words 
in the text. 
 
Example: 
hot/scorching 
adorable/cute 
hilarious/funny 

Choose a detail from 
the story to create 
your own figurative 
language. 

Find a word you do 
not know and use 
context clues to figure 
out what the word 
means. 

What is the genre of 
this story? 

Find words that share 
the same root words. 
 
Example: 
teach/teacher/teaching/ 
teachable 

Create a Google docs 
slide show retelling 
events in the story. 

Do you recommend 
this story to a friend?  
Explain why or why 
not. 
 
 

Find words in the story 
with the suffixes: 
     -able 
     -tion 
     -sion 
     -en 
     -ment 
     -less 
     -ful 
 
 

Find an example of 
figurative language 
and explain what it 
means. 

Create a comic strip.  
Use a character from 
the story and yourself 
to explain the theme 
of the story. 

Find words with 3 and 
4 syllables and clap 
the syllables out. 

	
	


